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The threat from Islamic extremists in Latin America remains an overlooked aspect
of U.S. national security strategy. And the threat is worsening – not “waning” as
the Obama administration claimed about Iran in 2013.1 The Trump administration
should shift U.S. priorities in Latin America to strategies that preemptively disrupt
the financial networks of Islamists, aid allied governments with legal and law
enforcement support, and increase intelligence-gathering capabilities in the region.
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The Process Began Decades Ago. Islamic extremists have used Latin
America as a base of political and financial support since the immediate
years preceding the formation of Israel in May 1948:
■ A handful of Arab officials and Arab-Palestinian sympathizers began
fundraising efforts and circulated anti-Israeli literature throughout
parts of Latin America not long after the first Arab-Israeli war (19481949).
■ As networks developed and diplomacy turned to violent activism,
more militant groups moved in; for instance, in the 1960s, the
Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) used established
networks to build their own base of support among guerrilla factions,
local anti-Semitic organizations and Arab civic groups in Argentina.
■ Furthermore, the PLO and others also collaborated with rebels in
Nicaragua in the 1970s and with the Cuban government in the 1973
Arab-Israeli conflict.2
Aided by these local networks, Iran began settling its agents in Latin
America in the early 1980s and operatives from Hezbollah ‒‒ a militant
Islamist group based in Lebanon and proxy force of Iran ‒‒ soon followed.
Latin America Is Important for Relationships and Money. Today,
international Islamists, especially Iran and Hezbollah, employ much more
sophisticated fundraising and recruitment operations that reach far and
wide. Former U.S. ambassador to the Organization of American States
Roger Noriega told Congress in March 2012 that Iran now has 80 Hezbollah
Islamist operatives in at least 12 Latin American nations –‒ including Brazil,
Venezuela, Argentina and Chile.3 In fact, the U.S. Treasury Department
froze the assets of Venezuelan Vice President Tareck El Aissami in February
2017 for his collaboration with drug organizations and terrorist groups such
as Hezbollah.4
Separately, author and senior Pentagon consultant Edward Luttwak
describes the lawless triborder region of Argentina, Brazil and Paraguay,
800 miles north of Buenos Aires, as the most important base for Hezbollah
outside of its headquarters in Lebanon.5 [See the figure.] The $6 billiona-year illicit economy in this Hezbollah stronghold has allowed a variety of
terrorist organizations to earn an estimated $10 million to $20 million a year
from arms trafficking, counterfeiting and drug distribution, among other
illegal activities.6
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Triborder Area
Meanwhile, Saudi Arabia has invested
millions to construct mosques and cultural
centers in South America and Central America
that expand the reach of its rigid version of
Islam, known as Wahhabism. Its highest
profile accomplishment came when thenArgentine president Saul Menem, the son of
Syrian Muslim immigrants, donated 8 acres
of coveted land in high-priced Buenos Aires
in 1995 for the construction of a $30 million,
Saudi-funded mosque. The largest mosque of
its kind in Latin America, it was dedicated in
2000.
The international spread of Saudi dogma,
which the State Department’s first special
representative to Muslim communities
worldwide, Farah Pandith, called “insidious,”
has laid the foundation for likeminded radicals
to thrive in other areas of Latin America.7 The
most notorious was Adnan el Skukrijumah,
an Al Qaeda operative and Saudi citizen who
Source: www.outsidethebeltway.com/iran-hezbollah-and-latin-america/
appeared on the FBI’s Most Wanted List. He
was raised for a time in Guyana, where his father allegedly
Terrorist Attacks in Latin America. The presence of
operated a Saudi-funded mosque.
extremists in Latin America is often overlooked because
there have been few attacks. But the capabilities of
The Muslim Brotherhood ‒‒ a transnational Sunni
those willing to conduct terrorist attacks, rather than the
Islamist movement ‒‒ has now also carved out a
frequency of attacks, should be the primary concern for
beachhead in Guyana, according to author and former Air
U.S. officials. Several western intelligence services and
Force Special Agent P. David Gaubatz. Terrorism expert
Argentina concluded that Hezbollah, supported by Iran,
Douglas Farah explained the Brotherhood’s ability to
was responsible for the two deadliest terror attacks in the
piggyback on the work of likeminded extremists, writing
country’s history:
in 2007 that although the Sunni-Shia divide remains deep,
“the differences on the ground appear to be overcome by
■■ On March 17, 1992, a car bomb detonated outside
tactical alliances, particularly in the movement of money
the Israeli embassy in Argentina’s capital, killing
and the procurement of services such as false identity
28 people and injuring 220. Just over three-fourths
papers.”
cost the patient $10 or less.
Farah says the international Muslim Brotherhood acts
■■ The embassy attack was the deadliest in Argentine
as the bridge for these traditionally irreconcilable divisions
history until the 1994 bombing against the
in Latin America, partly due to its significant number
Argentine Israelite Mutual Association (AMIA),
of corporate registries and extensive offshore banking.
which leveled a seven-story building, killing
After September 11th, the U.S. Treasury Department
85 people and injuring hundreds –‒ the worst
closed down two of these financial institutions in Nassau,
mass murder of Jews in the Diaspora since the
Bahamas, for funneling money and weapons to Al Qaeda.
Holocaust.11
Those Brotherhood-affiliated banks were also known for
■■ Then, Iran’s well-oiled machine in Latin America
funding and holding millions in reserve for Hamas ‒‒ the
came into play, as authors Tom Diaz and Barbara
paramilitary, fundamentalist Palestinian political party and
Newman explain, when operatives connected to
9
U.S.-designated terrorist organization in control of Gaza.
the 1992 bombing escaped months after the attack
The threats to U.S. security in the Greater Caribbean
to a Hezbollah outpost off the coast of Venezuela
region are even more alarming in Trinidad and Tobago.
called Isla Margarita.
The small island nation off the coast of Venezuela, once
Tellingly, the truck used in the bombing 1992 bombing
the target of an overthrow by Islamic militants, has also
was purchased in, and the explosives used in the 1994
become a breeding ground for ISIS — 70 of the 100 Latin
AMIA attack were smuggled through, the Triborder
Americans known to have joined ISIS originated from the
12
10
small country. Suriname is another country of concern in region.
the Greater Caribbean region.
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The whole truth regarding these terrorist acts has
yet to be revealed. In what Latin American expert
Joseph Humire called the “most important political
assassination in Latin America of the 21st century,”
on January 18, 2015, Alberto Nisman, the Argentine
prosecutor handling the stagnant AMIA investigation,
was found murdered the day before he was to present
evidence to the Argentine Congress that showed thenpresident Cristina Kirchner and other Argentine officials
had conspired with the Iranian government to cover-up
Iran’s involvement in the AMIA attack.13
Nisman’s murder confirmed what the Spanish
government concluded in a December 2016 report: that
local governments in Latin America are ill-equipped to
handle terrorism.14 For the United States, the proximity
of Islamists to North America and the inability of allies
to combat them poses a significant danger.
Threats versus Capabilities. Most experts agree that
the capabilities of groups like the Islamic State and Al
Qaeda do not match their outsized ambitions. Experts
cannot agree about Iran. The Islamic Republic has the
capability and infrastructure to strike the United States
from Latin America, but experts disagree over whether
it would take that risk.
Experts consistently discuss the likelihood of a
preemptive or first strike attack on the United States,
though, which creates too high a standard. Instead, the
argument should focus on the prospect of retaliatory
attack.
Keep in mind that Iran’s threats against the United
States often refer to retaliation. In a May 2011 speech
in Bolivia, for instance, then-Iranian Defense Minister
Ahmad Vahidi promised a crushing response to any
U.S. offensive against his country.15 More recently, a
commander in Iran’s Revolutionary Guards, Brigadier
General Amir Ali Hajizadeh, said in response to a
tweet from President Trump that “if we see the smallest
misstep from the enemies, our roaring missiles will fall
on their heads.”16 This is not just talk either:
■■ Recall that Iran responded to the Israel Defense
Force’s killing of Hezbollah Secretary-General
Abbas al-Musawi in Lebanon on February 16,
1992, by orchestrating the bombing of the Israeli
Embassy in Argentina one month later.17
■■ Further, in 2010, when the Stuxnet virus shut down
Iran’s nuclear site by damaging critical centrifuges,
the Islamic Republic responded with cyberattacks
that damaged hundreds of computers at oil-giant
Aramco in Saudi Arabia and took down online
banking sites of U.S. financial institutions.18

The Stuxnet attack, in particular, has several
implications. Though cyber-operation harmed critical
infrastructure, the Iranian government chose not to
respond proportionally against the United States.
However, Iran has an expressed interest in and has
the capability to attack the U.S. grid. A future attack
against Iran’s infrastructure could very well result in a
corresponding attack against America’s electrical grid,
launched from somewhere only miles to the south.
Freedom of Movement Heightens the Threat.
Islamic extremism thrives where there is illicit finance
and relative ease of movement across national and
international borders. The mobility of terrorists
throughout Latin America poses a serious problem.
Consider:
■■ Venezuelan Vice President Tareck El Aissami has
been linked to the illegal issuance of passports to
people in the Middle East, including Hezbollah
members.19
■■ Carmen Carrión Vela was arrested in November
2015 for material support to terrorism in the
person of her husband and Hezbollah operative
Muhammad Ghaleb Hamdar, who was previously
arrested in Peru in October 2014 for planning a
terrorist attack. Vela, a dual-citizen of Peru and the
United States, twice traveled to the United States
before Hamdar was arrested in Lima.20
■■ Adnan el Skukrijumah, the Al Qaeda operative
with a Guyanese passport, frequently crossed back
and forth over the U.S.-Mexico border to meet
Islamists in Texas, according to Judicial Watch.21
■■ Extremists in Trinidad and Tobago have the
privilege of visa-free travel throughout the
Caribbean islands, which makes it fairly easy to
travel to the Bahamas, and from there make a
“short jump” to South Florida.22
Conclusion. The growth of extremist activity
in Latin America is a major security threat. The
prospects of retaliation from Iran, in particular, should
not discourage action against Iran where necessary
but should heighten awareness regarding the high
probability of revenge attacks. Iran’s influence in
Latin America and extremists, in general, demand
new national security strategies in the region. Such
an approach could begin with U.S. support to
allied governments that improves their intelligence
capabilities, and with targeted financial interdiction
strategies.
David Grantham is a senior fellow with the National
Center for Policy Analysis.
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